
FEUFSD Community Forum Question Summary (Non Resident)

What questions do you have about the information in the Pre-Merger Study?1.

Why was small class sizes not presented as a positive; no mention of class; only mentioned as a 
disadvantage; capitalized on in the college world.

●

Student to faculty ratio is an advantage; not a positive.●
Not mentioned FE bus time; only the other districts; not a factor but would be a factor for 
FEUFSD.

●

Mentioned that in other districts you get a better district; what can you do to prove that?●
Where do you get the projections for student enrollments; formulas?●
What factors go into those projections?●

 What thoughts do you have about the information in the Pre-Merger Study?2.

Felt it was a sales pitch for a merger study.●
Didn’t talk about how it affected FEUFSD.●
Didn’t talk about how it affected FE; only the other districts.●
Didn’t talk about rates; needs to be forthrightly discussed.●

 What do you think of the possibility of Fort Edward merging with another school based upon 
the Pre-Merger Study?

3.

Think that it’s not a merger at all; stop calling it that.●
When talking with parents and faculty, stop making it sound like FE will still exist.●
FE will cease to exist.●
Clarified the study was more about an annexation.●
Merger by annexation; it’s an annexation.●
FE will dissolve; it’s over no more trophy case no more alumni.●

What do you feel are the potential short and long-term effects on the students, school, and 
community if a full merger study is not pursued?

4.

People will feel a sense of stability.●
There is a current sense of worry all the time; pressure will be gone.●
Money driven thing; big question is what happened to the money that the village and the 
towns/counties got from GE dredge; no issues then.

●

Own many rental properties; school taxes continue to increase dramatically; 40% increase it 
seems, may be off a bit; where did all the money go; didn’t anyone realize the dredge project 
would be gone and the windfall would be gone and our tax base would be back to what it was 
prior to the project; big crisis and now we are in a panic; what can we do now without this 
merger; if one has to occur, merge with Hudson Falls.

●
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Does HF want FE to be part of their district?  I don’t see why they wouldn’t.  Busses already 
come through. FINANCES is the driving force.

●

It might be a good idea for town and village to look into how we can better attract businesses into 
FE; to mitigate taxes.

●

What are long term options for advertising to bring people here to generate taxes?●

  What do you feel are the potential short and long-term effects on the students, school, and 
community if a full merger study is pursued?

5.

Going to lose valuable staff members due to uncertainty which will affect morale and students.●
Families would consider moving.●
People bought property here to go to a small school.●
Losing the people who want to be here to go to a small school; have seen some of this.●
Have positions that we cannot fill; not happened in 20 years; can’t get people to apply; no school 
psychologist.

●

Will affect people moving in here.●
Won’t get people to come here who do not see this as a secure district.●
Our students don’t want to go anywhere; want to be in FE; have been other places.●
Many of these students don’t know anything other than here as home; it won’t be home.●
Not what they (students) are used to; we know them, their aspirations and history.●
Who will care about them?●
If students go to a bigger school it seems that (FE to merge with SGF) they will be absorbed into 
a system, out of their own county, feel out of place.

●

In HF there would be a better Student to Teacher ratio; better morale if HF not SGF.●
Wouldn’t necessarily have to shut this building down ; it would be an empty building.●
Quite a different bus ride.●
If SGF merge; FE might be an Elementary school.●
FE is the hub of the community; Students call this their place; what will be left; why would 
people move into this community?

●

Detriment to the kids because the kids can walk here; if merged these kids would not be able to 
get to the school.

●

This building is very busy.●
Senior citizens cherish this group; seniors come here to be part of the community and be a part of 
the activities; it’s a big thing here.

●

Our kids are street kids; living on the street. Coming back to school to see brothers and sisters to 
do something; transportation will be an issue with SGF or HF; reality of what we face here; don’t 
see how parents can manage it with a merger; many families don’t have vehicles.

●

Parents can’t manage.●
No one is left out here; we make it happen Seniors going to prom, trips to NYC, Band, Yearbook, 
play basketball; they happen here not everywhere; Faculty Staff Admin, comes from us.

●

Backpack supported by kids and the building.●
Building dug out and benches and tables.●
5th grade experience will go away; not what they have in SGF or in HF; that will never happen 
for those kids.

●
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  Other Comments or Questions 6.

Even if other districts offer those to their kids will our kids get lost; we know them here and we 
make sure they get it.  We need to be sure they get it.

●

Special education kids are not forgotten here; they are represented as cheerleaders in clubs; in a 
big school how many will be represented there?

●

Will those kids be brave enough to try?  How many kids go elsewhere and don’t fit in and come 
here and they fit in; accepting.

●

How many will go to bigger school and feel not connected and drop out?●
Attendance; those that come in late here will not have a ride. The bus will not go back. It won’t 
happen there; kids can get here but won’t be able to get there.

●

How many kids last year would not have graduated without us?  Many of us are here until 430.  
We see them for years and stay in connect with for years.  Still know what they are doing and 
how they are doing.  They come back again and again to visit.

●

All educational research shows that relationships are key.  ●
It doesn’t end when they graduate.  They need us and we are there 2-3 years out.●
This is not cut and dry.  ●
Figure out how to bail FE out of the fiscal crisis and keep the school the way it is.●
This is not a school issue solely; it’s a town and village issue and the school is taking the brunt; 
get the village and town to take a role in bringing more people here. 

●

Bigger picture; why does there need to be a village or town●
We are in this position because a corporation destroyed a community and the environment●


